Subject: Re: ARTICLE FOR PUBLICATION IN CLJ
From: Usha (usha@cllaw.com)
To: pink_kish23@yahoo.com
Date: Friday, August 10, 2012 11:28 PM

Dear Pran,
I am pleased to let you know that your article has been accepted for publication in the third issue of the Quarterly Law Review (QLR) for the year 2012 which is tentatively scheduled to be out at the end of September or early October. The QLR is a quarterly publication and there are four issues for the year. You will be given a complimentary copy of the relevant issue. Please furnish a mailing address for the copy to be sent to.
thks n rgds
Usha T

From: pink kish
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 2:39 PM
To: Usha
Subject: Re: ARTICLE FOR PUBLICATION IN CLJ

Dear usha
it is hereby confirm that due care and recognition have been given on all excerpts, points of reference, views or opinions taken from other sources. Thank you.

regards

ROSMANANI CHE HASHIM (PhD)
SENIOR LECTURER
DEPARTMENT OF POLICY AND BUSINESS STRATEGY
FACULTY OF BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTANCY
UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA
50603 KUALA LUMPUR.
OFF: +60379673895
H/P:+60124317751

From: Usha <usha@cllaw.com>
To: pink kish <pink_kish23@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 10:25 AM
Subject: Re: ARTICLE FOR PUBLICATION IN CLJ

Dear madam,
Acknowledging receipt and thks. Before due consideration is given, could you please confirm that any excerpts, points of reference, views or opinions taken from other sources are given due recognition in your article?
rgds
Usha T